New Acquisitions for May 2022

**K3240 .R629 2021**

**Title:** Remedies for human rights violations: a two-track approach to supra-national and national law / Kent Roach, University of Toronto.

Publisher info: Cambridge, United Kingdom; New York, NY: Cambridge University Press, 2021

Subject: Human rights

Subject: Remedies (Law)

Subject: Liability for human rights violations

Series: Cambridge studies in constitutional law

---

**KF306 .S45 2010**

**Title:** Lawyers crossing lines: ten stories / Michael L. Seigel, James L. Kelley.

Publisher info: Durham, N.C.: Carolina Academic Press, [2010])

Subject: Legal ethics – United States – History.

Subject: Practice of law – United States – History.

Subject: Lawyers – Malpractice – United States – History.
**K644 .C456 2022**

**Title:** Women, peace and security and international law / Christine Chinkin, London School of Economics and Political Science.

Publisher info: Cambridge, United Kingdom ; New York, NY : Cambridge University Press, 2022

Subject: Women – Crimes against
Subject: Women in development
Subject: Women (International law)

*Series: Hersch Lauterpacht Memorial Lectures*

---

**KZ6405 .N66 H44 2022**

**Title:** Detention by non-state armed groups under international law / Ezequiel Heffes.

Publisher info: Cambridge, United Kingdom ; New York, NY : Cambridge University Press, 2022

Subject: International law
Subject: Acteurs non étatiques (Relations internationales)
Subject: Detention of persons
Subject: Insurgency -- Law and legislation

*Series: Insurgency -- Law and legislation*  
*Series: Cambridge studies in international and comparative law; v.166*
Title: Repetition and international law / Wouter Werner, Vrije Universiteit, Amsterdam, University of Curacao.
Publisher info: Cambridge, United Kingdom ; New York, NY : Cambridge University Press; 2022
Subject: Discours politique
Subject: International law -- Language
Subject: International -- Sources
Subject: Repetition (Rhetoric)
Series: Cambridge studies in international and comparative law; v.162

Title: Palmer's the law of restitution
Edition: Third Edition
Subject: Restitution – United States
Subject: Restitution
Subject: United States
Subject: Legal treatises
BF637 .D42 S655 2022
Title: Lie: the science behind deception
Publisher info: Santa Barbara, California : Greenwood; 2022
Subject: Tromperie
Subject: Mensonge
Subject: Deception
Subject: Truthfulness and falsehood

KD532 .P37 2021
Title: Introduction to the English legal system / Martin Partington.
Publisher info: Oxford : Oxford University Press; 2021
Edition: Fifteenth edition
Subject: Law -- England
Subject: Law -- Wales
**Title:** After law / Laurent de Sutter; translated by Barnaby Norman.
**Publisher info:** Cambridge, UK; Medford, MA: Polity Press; 2021
**Subject:** Law -- Philosophy
**Subject:** Law (Philosophical concept)
**Subject:** Law -- History

**Title:** The United Kingdom constitution: an introduction / N.W. Barber.
**Publisher info:** Oxford, United Kingdom: Oxford University Press, 2021
**Subject:** Constitutional law -- Great Britain
**Subject:** Great Britain -- Politics and government
**Series:** Clarendon Law Series
**KU1890 .C378 2021**

**Title:** Proportionality and facts in constitutional adjudication / Anne Carter.


Subject: Constitutional law – Australia – Cases

Subject: Proportionality in law – Australia -- Cases

**Series:** Hart studies in constitutional theory; v.1

---

**KE2114 .K463 2021**

**Title:** Impaired driving in Canada / Justice Joseph F. Kenkel.

Publisher info: Toronto : LexisNexis, 2021.

**Edition:** Sixth edition

Subject: Drunk driving -- Canada

Subject: Drugged driving -- Canada

Subject: Evidence, Criminal -- Canada

Subject: Criminal procedure -- Canada
Title: The law of search and seizure in Canada / James A. Fontana, David Keeshan.
Edition: Twelfth edition
Subject: Searches and seizures -- Canada
Location: Course Reserve

Title: Digital evidence / Gerald Chan, Susan Magotiaux.
Edition: Second edition
Subject: Electronic evidence -- Canada
Subject: Evidence, Criminal -- Canada
Series: Criminal law series collection
Title: Temporary entry into the Canadian labour market / Stephen Green, Alexandra Cole, Cristina Guida, Peter Salerno.
Publisher info: Toronto, ON : Emond, [2021]
Subject: Foreign workers – Legal status, law, etc. -- Canada
Subject: Emigration and immigration law -- Canada
Series: Immigration law series; v.1

Title: Sentencing in Canada : essays in law, policy, and practice / edited by David Cole & Julian Roberts.
Publisher info: Toronto, ON : Irwin Law Inc., [2020]
Subject: Sentences (Criminal procedure) -- Canada
**Title:** Pandemic legalities: legal responses to COVID-19 -- justice and social responsibility / edited by Dave Cowan and Ann Mumford.

**Publisher info:** Bristol : Bristol University Press, 2021

**Subject:** COVID-19 Pandemic, 2020 -- Law and legislation -- Great Britain

**Subject:** COVID-19 (Disease) -- Law and legislation -- Great Britain

**Subject:** COVID-19 Pandemic, 2020 -- Government policy -- Great Britain

**Subject:** Social justice -- Great Britain

**Series:** Law, Society Policy Series

---

**Title:** Employment law during a pandemic / Sean O'Donnell.

**Publisher info:** Toronto : LexisNexis, 2022.

**Subject:** Labor laws and legislation -- Canada

**Subject:** COVID-19 (Disease) -- Law and legislation -- Canada

**Subject:** COVID-19 Pandemic, 2020 -- Law and legislation -- Canada

**Subject:** COVID-19 Pandemic, 2020 -- Government policy -- Canada
Title: Dangerous offender law / Vincent Larochelle, (B.A. (Oxon)), Alison Yule, (Ph.D. candidate (law), J.D., M.Sc.), Gary Botting, (Ph.D. (English), J.D., L.L.M., Ph.D. (Law)).
Publisher info: Toronto, Ontario : LexisNexis, [2021]
Subject: Criminal law -- Canada
Subject: Violent offenders – Legal status, laws, etc., -- Canada

Title: Discrimination stories : exclusion, law, and everyday life / Colleen Sheppard.
Publisher info: Toronto : Delve Books, an imprint of Irwin Law Inc., 2021
Subject: Race discrimination – Law and legislation -- Canada
Subject: Discrimination – Law and legislation -- Canada
Subject: Minorities – Legal statues, laws, etc. -- Canada
Subject: Civil rights -- Canada
Subject: Linguistic minorities – Legal statues, laws, etc. -- Canada
Title: Investment Canada Act : commentary and annotation / Brian A. Facey, Kevin MacDonald.
Publisher info: Markham, Ontario : LexisNexis, 2021.
Edition: 2022 edition
Subject: Investments, Foreign – Law and legislation -- Canada

Title: Drafting wills in Canada : a lawyer's practical guide / Robyn Solnik, Brian Gillingham, Caroline G.S. Kiva, Mary-Alice Thompson.
Publisher info: Toronto, Ontario : LexisNexis Canada, 2021
Edition: Third edition
Subject: Wills -- Canada
Location: STL